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Kit Assembly 

Visit Mini Doll Kits for You Tube assembly tutorials online.  www.minidollkit.com 

 
Tools & Materials  

You will need the following materials and tools to prepare and assemble the kit: 

 Chenille covered pipe cleaners.  (included)   

 Wire cutters 

 Super fine sandpaper or Exacto scraper - for smoothing seam lines 

 super glue or 2 part 5-minute epoxy glue   

 If using the 2 part epoxy have a scrap of cardboard and some toothpicks to mix it.   

 Graph paper  (one sheet) & pencil  

 Ruler 

 Waterproof fabric glue 

 Yarn 

 

Preparing & Painting your kit 

 

PREPARE- MINI DOLL KITS are cast, one at a time, entirely by hand.  Seam lines on the back of doll kit pieces are a 

natural part of the casting process and are generally hidden with clothing. However, seam lines may be removed by 

sanding or scraping lightly with a sharp Exacto knife. If you notice any rough spots on your kit or wish to alter  it 

slightly, you may sand the part with super-fine sand paper  Small bubbles in the tips of shoes or fingers usually fill in 

with paint however you may fill them with Paper Clay mixed with a dab of white glue if desired.  *Remember to use caution 

when sanding the resin and wear a dust mask for your protection. 

PAINT- If you have purchased an unpainted kit, you will want to apply  an all over flesh tone before painting the 

features.  Wash kit parts with soap and water so resin will readily accept paint.  Allow resin parts to dry thoroughly. 

Paint by building up very thin washes of liquid craft acrylics in the flesh color you desire. Seal the flesh color with a 

matte spray acrylic sealer.  Paint the features and spray once more with the matte sealer.  Liquid acrylics and chalks 

are both acceptable pigments for coloring the features of your figure.  See our video tutorial at 

minidollkit.com/miniature-doll-tutorials.asp 

 

Assembling your kit 

Your figure comes pre-drilled with holes to accept the pipe cleaner.   

 There are four holes in the torso (one hole at each shoulder for arm pipe cleaners and two holes in the torso 

bottom for hip section connection) 

  four holes in the hip section (two holes in the top for torso connection & two holes for leg pipe cleaners on 

the angled part of the hip) 

  a hole in each lower leg 

  A hole in each forearm.   

 

Assembling the torso and forearms:    

Begin by cutting 4 pieces of pipe cleaner, two pipe cleaners 2 ¾” long & two pipe cleaners 2 ½” long.   

Mix up epoxy per directions and dip one end of your 2 ½” pipe cleaner into the glue.  Insert glued end into predrilled 

hole of forearm.  Repeat same procedure for  other forearm.  Set arms aside until glue has set.  

**If using super-glue, squirt a small amount of glue into pre-drilled hole and insert wire into hole. 

 Identify holes on angled part of hip section.   See diagram.  Dip one end of one of remaining two pipe cleaners into 

epoxy and insert into right hole in the bottom of torso.  Repeat same procedure for left hole.  Set torso aside until 

glue has set. 

Cut two small pieces of pipe cleaner about 1” long each from remaining pipe cleaner.  This will form torso to hip 

connection.  Dip pipe cleaner ends into epoxy glue and Insert pipe cleaners into pre-drilled holes in bottom of torso.  

Set the torso aside until the glue has set.   

After all glue has set, insert and glue  pipe cleaners from the chest area into the predrilled holes at the top of hip 

structure, making sure entire length from head to hip bottom is 2 ¾” for females and 3” for males.   Set torso 

assembly aside until glue has set.  See diagram. 

  

Assembling female feet:   Take your graph paper and mark a line at 0” and 5 ½”.   After glue has set, place partially 

assembled figure on graph paper with head on the 5 ½” line.  This will set height of the female figure in 1/12 scale.  

Place unattached feet beside figure at the 0” mark, making sure to put right shoe with right leg.  Carefully trim pipe 

cleaner, little by little, and fit into lower leg holes until each leg is at the 0” mark.    Stand figure and adjust pose 

until figure stands on its own. Glue lower legs to the pipe cleaners in that position.  Allow glue to dry. 

 

Assembling male feet:   Take graph paper and mark a line at 0” and 6”.   After glue has set, place partially assembled 

figure on graph paper with head on 6” line.  This will set height of the male figure in 1/12 scale.  Place unattached feet 

beside figure at the 0” mark, making sure to put right shoe with right leg.  Carefully trim pipe cleaner, little by little, 

and fit into lower leg holes until each leg is at the 0” mark.    Stand figure and adjust pose until figure stands on its 

own. Glue lower legs to pipe cleaners in that position.  Allow glue to dry. 

 

Assembling the arms:  Position arm assemblies beside figure so hands hit mid thigh.  Be careful to get right hand on  

right side of  torso.  Mark arm pipe cleaner where it hits  shoulder hole.  Bend pipe cleaner at a 90 degree angle at 

mark and insert short end of bent pipe cleaner into torso arm hole. If pipe cleaner is too long to fit into arm hole, trim 

with pipe cleaner cutters.  Glue arm pipe cleaners into holes.  Allow glue to dry.  Bend pipe cleaners at elbow to pose. 
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MINI DOLL KITS are intended For the Adult crafter and Collector.   

MINI DOLL KITS are Not Toys and are not suitable for Children. 

 

 

 

 

 

Padding the figure:   

Form upper arms and thighs by winding 

wool yarn around pipe cleaners until you 

have filled limbs out sufficiently.  Secure 

yarn ends with waterproof fabric glue. 

To fill out fuller stomach and buttocks 

areas, place cotton balls where bulk is 

desired before wrapping with yarn. Affix 

with waterproof fabric glue and wrap yarn 

over cotton balls in same manner shown 

above. 

See our Padding Tutorial under the 

TUTORIALS menu at www.minidollkit.com. 

 

 

 


